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About This Game

A quiet manor
Loud crash! Big nasty foot
One demand: "Wash me."

It is said that long ago in Japan, there was a certain house. Every so often, a strange thing happened in this place: a yokai in the
shape of a giant dirty foot appeared and demanded to be cleaned! If the resident cleaned the foot, the foot left peacefully.

However, if the foot was not cleaned, then the foot stomped throughout the house and destroyed everything.

Ashi Wash is our take on this Japanese folktale.

Ashi Wash is like a haiku. A goofy one to be sure, but a haiku all the same. A single reading of a haiku is short, but it invites the
reader to reread it and ponder the layers of meaning densely packed into its few words. Likewise, a single playthrough of Ashi

Wash is short, but this surreal game has layers of secrets and meanings that will give you foot for thought. You'll find something
new every time you revisit it.
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Want to show your friends your VR setup? Ashi Wash comes with a toe-tally neato VR mode that's great for parties. Everyone
will be laughing all night at the absurdity of Ashi Wash! The local high-score list adds some fun competition, too.

Don't have VR? No worries! Ashi Wash also plays in standard, non-VR mode. In this mode, there are more rooms in the house
to be explored (and also some new secrets to find).

You have three minutes to clean The Foot. Tools are scattered around the house to help you get the job done.
Ready to step up to the challenge?

Feetures

the best foot washing action in VR

the best foot washing action, but not in VR this time

LIV support (for mixed reality video capture in VR mode)

fully voiced dialog

English subtitles (non-VR mode only)

a nice deck to gaze at the sunset

2 bds / 2 ba

puns

talking flies

a vinyl record player (it's called a ~gramophone~)

forced perspective

local leaderboard
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Title: Ashi Wash
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Two Glass Hams
Publisher:
Two Glass Hams
Release Date: 30 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 470, AMD HD 7870

Storage: 650 MB available space

Additional Notes: for non-VR gameplay

English
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Multiplayer sucks don't recommend. I bought this game so that I could proclaim that I was there at the beginning of greatness.

update: I voted this game for "Most Fun with a Machine" award in the 2018 Steam Awards.. I am really knew to VR, I thought it
would be about watching sport and playing action games, until I put on my Vive
and\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665my pants while playing this.

I'm not a big fan of horror, though the attention to detail in this game made it enjoyable just to walk around. That is, at least,
until the monster of the game starting stalking me up and down the hallways as I tried to finish the game's puzzle.

The game is pretty short, can easily be done in 30-45 minutes in a single playthrough. I think most people will not finish the
game due to its creepiness, not its difficulty. I'd reccomend this game be played at daytime with a bunch of mates, competing to
see who can finish the game fastest without screaming like a little girl or boy.

THAT, is the real challenge in this game.

. Meh... It wasn't horrible, but it wasn't good. Heart and Seoul starts off really strong, pulls you in and then it just ends. Overall it
felt lazy and rushed. Like this was on the way to being a much better game and then the developer said
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 it and just slapped it up on the Steam store for a quick $3.00 before it was halfway close to being
finished. Heart and Seoul feels like an uncompleted first chapter of a larger story.
Even if this goes on sale for under a buck, I don't reccomend it.

Check out my full review here.
http:\/\/nardio.net\/2016\/11\/11\/heart-seoul-review\/
. Why isn't the Main Game like this DLC?
Absolutely splendid!. This is a fun game, but at the moment it is awfully limited. There's three robots to fight, and they just loop
over and over in sequence but a bit tougher each time. You unlock new weapons every time you beat the third one. At the
moment, that seems to be pretty much it.

It really is fun, though. It feels responsive and satisfying and as the difficulty ramps up you do need to get used to blocking and
counterattacking rather than just flailing like mad until you win. I think it'll be something I fire up for fifteen minutes every now
and again to punch some robot face, so I'm looking forward to seeing what gets added in future. Thumbs up from me!. This
content pack is worth it just for the excellent music.. I'm a big fan of the original olden days Tomb Raider games. What I liked
about those games was the exploration, the puzzle solving, and finding secrets. Those games weren't perfect, though. They had
no story to speak of, and really clunky and tedious combat that detracted from the exploration and the sense of wonder.

The current batch of Tomb Raider games try to stay true to the spirit of the original, while updating the combat and adding a
fleshed out story and a decent stealth element. That all works nicely, and Rise has improved on the formula a bit from the last
game. QTEs are gone, and there are more puzzle tombs and exploration elements. The developers have also added crypts, which are
basically more realistic tombs (a bunch of caves with a coffin at the bottom). Tick yes.

Like the previous game, the graphics are pretty but it's prone to gamebreaking crashes. My Mac copy kept crashing to desktop for a
week but Feral support sorted it out quickly and professionally. Big ups Feral for that, you're good eggs. Performance is pretty
good, though I did have to switch off the foliage detail. There are fashionable lensflares all over the place but you can turn them
off in the settings (nice to have the option).

On the downside, there's now a lot more pointless AAA cruft. The main storyline of the game is about 10 hours long, with the rest
of the game length padded out by a grindy crafting system and a lot of pointless side quests. These are scattered across giant hub
areas that include shops and diving boards and other immersion breaking stuff. All of that really sucks, and I much prefer it when
Lara just finds the next gun or upgrade in a locker or on an enemy corpse. Instead of that, you'll be hunting 100 deer, to get 10 bits
of leather, to craft a pistol grip that gives you +3% accuracy -- not exactly thrilling gameplay.

There's a bunch of DLC (all included with the game now), of which Baba Yaga is the only one that adds more levels. The others
are new modes like a survival mode, a zombie wave mode, etc, the usual guff. There are lots of costume DLCs and weapon
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variants too.

My recommendation is to get it on sale, skip all the grindy stuff by taking advantage of the DLC costumes and weapons (and
maybe dropping the difficulty if needed), and just play through the main storyline plus the Baba Yaga levels. You'll have a lot of
fun without all the frustration. Recommended in that context, but thumbs down for the default approach of paying ninety bucks for
a game that is mostly grinding and crafting.. Played 5 hours and there's nothing more to do anymore. All my new cars get no.1 in
all tests, I win every race and I'm always make no.1 profit, but I dont know what I should spend all my money on? Tuning and
researching? There is nothing more to do basically.
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Fun to play. Classic game.. i dont like it. A darker game than I'd usually play but I was with it up until the godawful twist "true"
ending. I really enjoyed this! It's a very fun game and I enjoy the uniqueness of the enemy design, how colorful it is, and the
randomness of each new map. Would recommend!. Will someone make a good football game for the pc!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Is it a great
addition to this game?
Yes it definitely is.

Is it worth \u00a35?
Probably not. Whilst OMSI is in much need of more variety to spruce up the game a bit, a pedestrian AI pack such as this
gratifies your needs.

However, there are certain things that let this pack down. For instance, the models and textures could be better. When I first
witnessed one of the new characters in-game, it felt as if I was thrown back to the late 90s era of console gaming. They are
detailed enough to get you by, however the lack of quality of the textures do start to get to you after a while. Another thing that
bugs me is the hair of the women, I noticed that the hair does give off a very block-y feel, and it seems as if either the developer
wanted to cut this corner to save a few polys in the model, or the character itself has decided not to wash their hair in a while.
Either way, I feel as if the developer could have pumped a few more polys into the model, just to make the peds more bearable
to look at.

Overall, I would recommend this DLC, however only as long as it is on a sale. While it does satisfy the need to add more
variation into OMSI, it falls short in some areas that make it a worthwhile purchase.. This is probably the most annoying game I
ever played.

When i first opened the game it took me to some weird launcher thing and said i had to download a bunch of png files its hard
to explain because their was so much going on, on my screen. When i finally got into the game i had 1000 health i guess lmfao
and so i followed the path until i found these two guys in red shirts looking at each other in the middle of the grass so i aimed
for the head and shot surprise surprise the head shot didnt do anything so i had to use one full clip on one guy and then shot the
other guy as much as i could. i had 200 health left and after 5 seconds it regenerated, i continued to walk the path until i got
randomly shot from people in the bushes almost died there too kept walking and saw a building with 4 guys around it i pulled
out my sniper and one shot 3 of them and the last one ran so i chase him AND THEN THEIRS LIKE 14 GUYS BEHIND THE
BUILDING ALL SHOOTING AT ME. I ran out of ammo and died.

1\/10 would not play again. ok thats a joke but if the developer fixes well lets see EVERYTHING then ill come back. I
understand its early access but the game isnt fun at all it just made me annoyed.. dont believe the people who gave this a positive
review,they are probably friends of the dev and 90% of them received this for free,and most of them didn't even play this or try
to beat this for 30 minutes
graphics:good
concept:good
game mechanics:meh
camera:idiotic
level design:f ucking bull\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 driving:even more
bull\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 physics:\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665nightmare

seriously it's \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing impossible to beat this and it's good,good kind of challenge but the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t design makes it impossible and the bad driving mechanics and stupid game
physics make it even worse,I didn't even beat so called tutorial level after 1 hour of game time,just stupid,idiotic,unpolished you
won't see even 30% of content what this game offers you because you'll be stuck in tutorial level,don't buy it. Had quite a bit fun
playing this game, really like the take on theme and the relative ease you pick it up and put it down. Music and visuals
compliment each other well and all round is enjoyable. Very glad that there are so many different takes on levels that make each
experience customisable and unique. Would like a community leader board.
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